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HE FAIRHAS many faces. Last

SaMd',y" after thirteen hours,
the meaning
crystallized,
showing brilliantly the facets
of the fair.,
'
The day reflects change. Changes in the
quality, of light, the noise level, the traffic
flow and in the people.
Morning events center around
the
viewing and judging of livestock, Four-H,
truly identify a fair.
truely identify a fair.
Around noon the carnies begin setting up
their side shows, working on the rides, and
rearranging arcade prizes. The sun is hot
and the beer garden and an atternoon show
await you.
Eating binges are indulged throughout
the day as appetites are quenched with the
fancy of the moment.

Afternoons
are spent lollygagging
around
the, booths,
or resting,
or
peoplewatching.
Dusk hits and the fair slowly changes its'
emphasis toward the carnival. A cacophony
of glittering lights and blaring sound
engulfs the incoming swarms of people as
the grandstand entertainment breaks.
The intrique of the carnival, filled with
smells of cotton candy and carmel apples,
sends adrenalin through your veins. The
cloak of dark' transforms. it. Sideshow
facades 'are much more evident; .. with
gharish colors and dramatic carnies in their:
element.
It's miles away from the pale sunlight
and the chill of morn.

-Step right up, three triesfor a quarter. Win a stuffed animal for the little lady.

...~.....•......•.
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maintenance,
rental services, utilities..
advertising, insurance, printing; entertainment, premiums and telephone," said Pyle.
Pyle said that revenue comes from such
areas as fair, admissions, parking fees,
booth rentals, the carnival, and interim
activities. He said they've recently started
charging $1 per Little Leaguer to help make
up for watering and mowing costs.
No tax dollars go for fairground
operations, Pyle is pleased to report. "The
Western Idaho Fair is self-supporting, we
either make it.or break it." He said if they
ever got rained out; therefore making no
money,it's possible thatthere.wouldn't
be
a fair.
,
,Pyle said they examine die profits
decide if they need "new piece, of
equipment ... a phone system, or a horse
barn."
"One of the new projects the board has
taken on is anew master plan. Historically,
there's been no plan for the grounds," he
explained. "It's very difficult to just
continually put things in places," to find
out a few years later you've put it in the
wrong place.
Pyle said 'the master plan will 'list
priorities
and timelines.
A California
consulting firm named Pod has been
contracted to do the study, which Pyle
hopes will be dorie by December or early
'next year. ,. "
,
Pod works with, local engineering and
architectural firms .. PYle said if there needs:
, to be an economic study or markeiing study
Pod would hire local people. "It's really a
consortium of people, but there always has
to be a boss andPodcin
this case, is the
consultant firm . who will put all that
together ."
So what happens at the fairgrounds the
other 357 days a year?
, .
The horses begin boarding in mid-January; then-thehorse-racing
season, which
begins about ",the middle of May operates
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The grounds for the Western Idaho Fair
belong to Ada County and consist of 250
acres.The Les Bois racetrack used to be
part of the operation, but now, it's
independent of the fair;
A board of seven members chosen by the
Ada County Commissioners oversees the
financial and legal end of the fair, hives
, management,
and establishes policies.
Positions on the board are voluntary and
terms last for four years.
"I'm nuts about fairs to begin with, "
says Bob Pyle, president of the Ada County
Fair, Board. Pyle volunteers about two
weeksofhis vacation before and during the
fair and leads the board's
monthly
meetings. This is his second year in the
position. If he wants to server,another four
year term he will have to reapply, but
there's no guarantee he'll be chosen. Pyle
said the policy of the commissioners is that
no board member should serve more than'
two terms, which is a total of eight years.
"There are a lot of states, California for
example, where fair board members are
. appointed by the governor forlife,"said
Pyle. He commented that some boards
have asmany as 50 to ,60 members. "You
can run into some really bad financial and
political things," hesaid, ,"I don't think
people should be appointed for. life." Pyle
,supports shorter terms' because he thinks
fresh ideas come, with a board revitalized
withnewmembers,
.
'
. Last year's audit, jaken' September 30,
,sho'fs that the fairgrounds brought in
$945,971>, for, 365 days, of operation. Of
that 'figure, expeneses totalled $792,139 and
depreciationafuountedto
$114,525. Profits
.of $39,312 are. reinve~tedfor,'
capital
construction for the ne# year •.
,."We,'vealready, built into-the 'budget:
salaries, .contracr •.'.services, '.repairs and

and
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This calculator thinks business.

.TheTIStudentBusiness
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented
calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
'Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions-the
ones
. that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

Analyst:

It all

of the package. You also get
a bookthat follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business.
.~. 0
With the Student
Business Analyst.
'..

means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part
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Get afuU year of the.
University News for $6
delivered to your door by
an agent of the U.S.
Government to boot.
Allow that agent two weeks
to deliver The University
News, 1910 University
Drive, Boise, lD 83725.
Name:
Address:
City:
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Recession Repression
While economists debate whether we're
.in a recession or a depression, many
.
Americans are suffering from both. It's
. well known that high unemployment brings
an increase in mental health problems, and
now researchers at Johns Hopkins
University have calculated exactly how
joblessness affects our society. For each'
one percent risein unemployment, they
say, four percent more men and two
percent"more women are committed to state
mental institutions. With the same one
percent unemployment rise, four percent
more people of both sexes commit suicide,
nearly six percent more are murdered and
four percent more wind up in jail. Boston
Globe. AUl!lIst28.

Root Beer Popcorn?
We don't know if this can be classified as
a new taste treat or not, but a southern
,Cali fornia company has decided to market'
flavoredpopcorn. The flavors include--are
you ready'f--watermelon, green apple,
,garlic, chili, chocolate, and .. .rootbeer. A
six-ounce bag will costa dolIar and
seventy-nine cents. San Francisco
Examiner, September I,

Harris Peace Poll
Saying he's never encountered ap}1hing
quite like it, Pollster Louis Harris says
Americans seem to have developed a
sudden and urgent hunger for peaee.. Harris, writing in the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientist, says, "The results are
startling and simply cannot be ignored."
Among his findings: 86 percent of the
population wants the United States and the
Soviet Union to negotiate a nuclear arms
reduction agreement. A similar majority is
in favor of a mutual agreement not to
produce any new nuclear weapons. And,
by a margin of 3-to-l, Americans believe
every country that has nuclear weapons
should ban their production, storage or
use. Harris says the message for politicians
is clear: 56 percent of the voters say they
will vote against a candidate who favors an
escalation of the arms race-even if they
support the candidate on almost every
other issue. Says Bulletin Editor Bernard
Feld, "The implications of Harris's
findings are stunning. What is a scarcely
discernible tremor in 1982 could turn into a
political earthquake by 1984."

Westmoreland
Kidnapped by UFO? .
In a case of life imitating the National
• Enquirer, the Army has admitted launching
an alert after hearing that retired General
William Westmoreland had been taken,
away by a flying saucer. A Texas woman
told police she was riding in a car with the '
former U.S. commander in vletnam when
it was stopped by aliens, who abducted
him. A spokesman at Fort Bliss, inEI
Paso, says, "It was just an odd coincidence
that he could not be immediately reached
when this kidnap' report came to us." The
general was eventually located, an
all-points bulletin cancelIed, and the woman
is under psychiatric observation. St. Louis
Post-Dispatc~, August /9

Making the Case
for Arguing
You may not agree with this, but there's
a theorythat arguing is too good for you.
KentState University professor Dominick
Infante says being argumentative is a sign
of psychological health-It creates a sense
that we have some~control over our
environment. In fact, Infante contends
that argument isthe most basic form of ,
human communication--but it is not to be
confused with verbal agression. The latter,
he'says, is trying to put someone
down--Iowering his or her self-esteen--while
arguing is directed at resolving an issue.
Boston Globe, August /3

Face Lift for the SUB
by Terry Peoples

Four years" or planning and $250,000
later, the Student Union snack. bar and'
other remodeling is finished.
. The' restructuring, of the food service
area, now called the Union Street Care,' was
the major work completed this summer.
SUB Assistant Director, Mike Henthorne
explained that the cooking and service
equipment Was nearing 14 years old and
needed replacing or refurbishing.
The
growing student population was also a
problem arid in order to put more people
through the facility at a faster rate, the
service area hadto be reorganized.
"In ouropiriion,
we could get more
mileage out of the equipment by' redoing ,
what was already there," Henthorne said.
Only about ten percent of the equipment is
new in the food service .area 'according to
Henthorne.
.
'The
dining area also underwent a
facelift, Surveystaken when the remodeling
was being planned,
showed student
dissatisfaction with the color and atmosphere of the room. So, Union staff planned
The Union Street Cafe offers students a pleasant atmosphere and convenience. Photo by
remodeling
whichinCIuded'
carpeting,
chairs, a lighted stage for performers, new Brad Kurtz.
paint and a rotating art' exhibit program
displayed in plastic bags which had to be
across 'the country 'for types of additional
which will feature student photographs or
tom open for sizing, mid then rebagged by
revenue generating businesses with low
paintings. Students interested 1n having
employees if the shirt wasn't bought, said
installation costs and high dollar volume.
their work displayed should contact the
Bookstore manager Bill Barmes.
Global Travel will pay for almost all of
SUB Assistant
Director's
office
at
"It's more conducive to browsing and we
the installation cost and should 'be fully"
38S-I667.
did it to try and increase sales," Barmes
operational 'by October, aecording to
The main design feature of'the Union
said.
Henthorne.
Street Cafe, separate entrances to the
A new casnregisier
system was also
A travel agency was alsoas
dining and kitchen area, enables the dining
brought into the store. Now they are all the
valuable, Henthorne explained, because of
area to remain open in the evening after the
same, more systematic and easier to train
the extensive travel with out of state
food service area is closed.
. and shift employees on, according to
students,
and academic
and athletic
....t's too great an amount of square
Barmes.
departments.
footage in the building to be closedoff at
The other addition to the SUB is the
The Bookstore has also seen additional
two or three in the afternoon simply
electronic, message centers-the first of
changes this year. The clothing and gift',
because there's not enough volume to keep'
which was installed 'over 'the Union
area was the last phase of remodeling that
the clientele serving at the counters,"
Station's bulletin board. The communicabegan, section by section, three yearsago.
Henthorne said.
tive units will provide timely information
The clothing area needed to be changed
The planners also had to find something
which will relate to activities occuring in the
over so customers could see the type of
to fill the vacant deli area. A travel agency
SUB and on campus.
shirts available. The shirts used to be
was decided upon after looking at SUB's

seen

by Terry Peoples

Labor Pains

down and talks about the heritage'. He said
With unemployment standing at 9.8
that businesses are more apt to lock up on
percent and no immediate relief in sight,
Thanksgiving than on Labor Day, but if
Labor
Day received
a little
more
they were treated the same, there wouTd be
recognition this year.
a bigger observance of the day.
In New York on Monday, a record crowd
Marianne Olsen thought that a change
of 400,000 attended the annual Labor Day
must begin with the youth. She said the
Parade. Chicagoans celebrated with a
younger people do not really realize where a
parade too ... it was the first one in over"
lot of employee benefits came from.
thirty years.
"They're under the impression that out
Idaho AFL-CIO President Jim Kearns
has sensed a change in attitude towards the ' of the goodness of their heart, the employer
national day of worker recognition.
, , gives you these things (pension programs,
paid holidays, etc.)" Olsen said.' "After
"The meaning of Labor Day has gotten
working for 20 years, I know that's not
stronger, especially in the last two or three
years," Kearns said. He cited the economic' "true."
Lundquist agreed, explaining that there
times and the Polish refugees that have
are many things that unions do that effect
come out of the solidarity movement as the
all workers. For example, the 'unions
main factors.
battled to get minimum wage, a battle
, "When times are good, people tend to
today's union workers don't have to wage,
jump in their campers and take a long trip
The goal of labor throughout the eighties
and forget
about
Labor
Day and
is one of growth, stronger unity and
tradition," Kearns explained. "The hard
political activism.
times bring people closer together. They
With the increase in service related jobs;
don't travel as far."'·
"
Lundquist has noted union growth. He also
Marianne 'Olsen, secretary of the
said that
the current
pic15.,etingat
Idaho AFL-CIO also felt that the meaning
D' Alessandro's in Boise is an example of
of the holiday is different today.. .
stronger unity.
"There .are so many people out of
"When you put a picket line up in front
work,"she
said. "It probably
has a
different meaning to a lot of people than it ' of a non-union place, you'reshowingthat
did in the past when jobs were plentifu\." ' "Hey" we're a strong union.. you're
showing strength," Lundquist said.
But" ' for, the average
person
still
In the manufacturing industry, unions
employed, Labor Day is still probably not
have shown a decline of membership' and
held in much traditional esteem. Labor
growth. .This, according to Kearns, .is
leaders would like to see that aspect change.
because of the strong tax incentives given
"In the old days, Labor Day
really a
that. are luring corporations out .of the
big day "- with picnics and parades," said
country, Because ofthis-politcal activism '
Warren Lundquist, president of the Idaho
will be important for Labor, said Kearns.
Service Employees Union. He thought' that
Labor. Day has turned into just another
"Par~ of the' problem we are going
paid holiday and mentioned he would like.'
through now with (labor) concessions and
to see people "really recognize that the
loss of jobs are through politics," Kearns
- workers of this country made this country
added.'
great."
.
. Nationallaborexpert,AH.
Rankin, also
Kearns hoped that someday Labor Day
lent his·commerits.
"Thepr09IeDls
are ,
would be equated with Thanksgiving or
built in," he said in an·
!Independimce Day,where the family sits . structural,thefre

was

interview on Good Morning America, on
Labor Day.
Jim Kearns said that in Fiscal 1982, if the
government "took away the tax breaks and
the actual tax giveaways that exist to
corporations to encourage them to move
out of the country, (not counting tax
revenues from new jobs)' corporations
would, ,pump
$62 billiofl
into
the
economy. "
t1,
• '
. "That would come very"" very" c),Q,seto
chopping half out of Reagan's, deficit," he
added.
''- .
The' political action will' be- aimed at
"stopping up these gaps," Kearns said.
Despite the growing changes in the
meaning of Labor Day, it can hardly be
called. a great, day for labor
with
unemployment nearing 10 percent. But the
'most effective changewill not be seen in the
holiday's tradition; rather, it will be present
among' the working people.
"With the current economic situation, if
people are not put back to work,"
Marianrie Olsen said, "organized ,labor is
going to get stronger than ever. The
working people are going to need the labor
, unions the way they did 50 years ago."

'. ~'-,_.--

.ErnestHemingway

If you're looking for a little light reading,
how about a short story called "Soft Ions" .
It's not Pulitzer Prize material, bllt it's
good first effort .•. for a computer. A writer
and a physicist teamed up to create
"Racter," a computer program that makes
up sentences and writes stories that almost
make sense. But don't expect an electronic
Ernest Hemingway: its creators say
"Racter"has a slightly unorthodox literary
style.- The computer's first story has
sentence that reads, "late my leotard".
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Killing Us .Softly
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It's the little things. They creep 'up and ask, why~ Why on Labor
Day, summer into faU,are more .people on the road, unemployed,
looking for their Reagan?
.
Why on Columbus Day, are the Pell checks late, the studentsbills
due, waiting for Reagan?
'.
.
Why tttis Thanksgiving, will people wander. the streets,mentally
disabled, asking who is Reagan?
Why this Christmas will we write an editorial asking; why Reagan?
The measure of our America has dipped pretty low. The flashy'
things, the interest rate crawl, the stock market boom, make good news
play, .but what of the little things?
Off-ramp people, student grants, and spurious institutionalization
makes us ask why? .
Why, from a country with so much, an agenda that gives so little,
why the shifting of gears, why the little things?
No person, people, or party holds the key or knows the answer, but
there are solutions and options; Ask yourself why, and answer-change.
.
. . B.M.
blame yourself. We can .change .
the way things are done! ...
Jeff Stoppenhagen
Chairperson, Election board

Elections'
We would like to inform you
and your readers about the new
dates for the Associated Students
of Boise Stale University FaIL
elections. The Primary elections
for Senators will be held Sept.
22-23, and the General Elections
for Senators, Mr. & Ms. BSU,
and distinguished faculty and
staff will be on Oct. 6-7, 1982.
. If you are interested in getting
involved in Student Government,
you can pick up petitions now in
the Student.Activities .Office on
the second floor of the SUB. You
can make a difference, so get out
and run for an office-if you don't
have time for that, make time to
get out and vote. If you don't like
how things are run you can only

Check··the
Alternatives
First of all, I ..would like to
welcome all o.~ the incoming
Freshmen to BSU this year. I hope
that all of you achieve success in
your endeavors - and that you
enjoy college at the same time.
I would also like to welcome
back everyone else that has been
here before. Again, I wish you,
success.
I am sure that the fee that has
been imposed upon us is of
concern to most of you, and 1
want to express some courses of
action that I feel we as a student
body should take:
I. Support a progressive, state
income-tax structure and increase
in the state income tax. At the
same time, lobby for this increase

Middle-Class Vagabonds--O//spring o/Reaganomics'
to be earmarked
for higher
education.
2. Support a tax to be applied to
the Idaho Nuclear Energy Lab
here in the state. This could be
used for both monitoring of the
Snake River aquafier and for
education purposes.
3. Give the pavilion to Dexter
King. Let Mr. King pay for the
place through the profits of the
shows, and give the students back
their forty dollars per semester.
Better yet, rerqute that money,

I IBOOI(~=1
I==CCOE
I
Books left over, available

on a first

come first serve basis. $2.00
a piece, ASB.office 2nd floor SUB.

Phone: 385-1440

=============
Transf.rs-T-Shirts
SpecialOrciers

S. 8TH ST .. SUITE B I 06
BO.15".10 83702

344-98.4

2. fori
Drinks the
night of the football
game, Sept; 11, good
only with this 09.

8th Street Market' #343-1881
Within walking distance of a,s.u.
Dining room open til I 2:45 p.m., Lounge til I :00 a.m,

-~-~--------~----------------~
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Field. They can't seem to do the
same thing for education, and
books and schools don't even kill
people.
All of these things can be
accomplished,
but we need
student involvement. I say to hell
with tuition--there
are alternatives.
Terry Ratliff 385-1440
Senator, Arts and Sciences
P.S.-Welcome

home, Dave!

ISTHIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUTARMY ROTC?

It's the perfect time.
You're a freshman, right? And you want
to make college a real learning experience?
Well. ROTC can add a valuable
dimension to your college education. A '
dimension of leadership and management training. And that'll make your
degree worth more.
.
ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too.
.
Plus, the opportunity to graduate
with a commission and
begin your future
an
officer.
For more information', contact your
Professor of Military
Science.'

as

=8tl1 St. Market PIa cee

404

and expand the library.
4. Get a list of all the
commissions in the state that pay
money into the school system and.
see what percentage each contributes. Did you know that the
horse racing commission pays less
to the school system than they did
when they were formed, yet they
get 20 percent of the daily gate.
5. Ask the Federal and State
Government how they came up
with 35 million dollars over the
next 5 years to expand Gowen

·1982

-
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INSURANCE
REFUNDS

Who's·Who
Am~ng Students
Boise State' University will
again be submitting nominees for
inclusion in the annual publication of. Who's .Who Among
Students In American Universities
and Colleges. This annual selection is open to juniors and seniors
on college campuses across the
country. In order to submit our
students
for
consideration
nominations are requested froni·
all int.ere~ted individuals, student
orgamzauons, departments, and
schools. When considering possi~Ie. ~ominees, the nominating
individual should consider the
following: The student has junior
or senior class standing; the
student's
scholarship;
his/her
participation and leadership in
academic and - university related
extracurricular activities' his/her
citizenship and. service' to the
school; and his/her promise. of
future usefulness. All .nominations should be submitted no later
than October I, 1982. Nomination forms are available at and
should be returned to the Union
Station, Student Union or Office
of Vice-President
for Student
Affairs, A-1I2, by October' I,
1982...

. ....:£irniteclOffe't-

I-MONTH ONLY
(NAME Of, UNIVERSITY)
,.tITIOM

Dr.

Carol

Rinnert,

assistant

awarded a Fulbright scholarship
. to teach English and linguistics in
North Yemen. Rinnert, 35, and
her husband plan to leave Boise
Sept. 12 for a Io-month stay in the
Yemen Arab Republic. She will
teach at Sanaa University in
Sanaa, the capital. ciry of North
Yemen. Rinnert, who teaches and
coordinates English as a second
language, is one of 800 Americans
being sent abroad for the 1982-83
academic year under the Fulbright
exchange program ...

SELF
SERVICE
COPIES

I
I
I
I'
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Name
Street

Number

Zip Code

State

City

I REOUEST A REFUND OF MY MAJOR MEDICAL FEE ON THE SASIS OF HAVING OTHER INSURANCE WHICH
PROVIDES ME WITH EQUIVALENT COVERAGE AS FOIliOWs:

t. NAME OF INSURANCE COMPANY-----------------2. DAILY ROOMAND BOARD ALLOWANCE $
PER DAY FOR
3. HOSPITAL INPATIENT MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES ALLOWANCE $
4. SURGICAL ALLOWANCE, MAXIMUM

DAYS
_

$--------

o SCHEDULED

0 UNSCHEDULED

s.

PHYSICIAN'S ALLOWANCE DU~ING HOSPITALIZATION $
PER CALL WITH MAX·
IMUMOF CALLS. '
.
6. OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL OR DOCTORS BENEFITS: PLEASE DESCRIBE:

7. MA)OR MEDICAL OR CATASROPH~ PROVISION: DYES

D NO
. IF· YES: DEDUCTIBLE AMOUNT $---..----CO.INSURANCE
Ie

IN WHOSE NAME IS THE POLICY WRITTEN?
SELF D
SPOUSE D
TO WHAT AGE ARE D~PENDENT CHILDREN COVERED?
..
MY BIRTH>ATE 15

.,

'.!
PARENT D

I.

IFPAREHT.

--------------------Yes

Was a refund approved for the Major Medical fee last term?

0

No

0

I certify' that the above named policy Is currently in torcetor my protection and will be maintained

in force

during this term.

Student·.s .........

Dot_

IBM COPIES. NO MINIMUM
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(Please Print)

Library Tours
The University
Library
is
offering group tours of the library
during the early weeks of the fall
semester. The tours last from
thrity to forty five minutes and
provide a basic orientation to
where things are and how things
work in the library. Students can
sign up for the tours at the
Reference Dest on the first floor
of the library. Tours begin at the
Reference Desk. Tour dates and
times are:
2:40p.m.
Thurs., Sept. 9
11:40 p.m.
Fri., Sept; 10
7:30p.m.
Mon. Sept. 13
7:00p.m.
Wed., Sept. 15
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At The Fair'
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until the third week in August, said Pyle.
Then the eight day fair takes place.
During the interim the fair is used for the
rental of buildings, Christmas shows, trade
shows, conventions. The' Boise Philharmonic has used it for a Pops night. Then
, Little League football ... and Little League
baseball begins. And we have dog shows
and club shows, he continued.
Pyle thinks that 250 acres .is sufficient
room, but he doesn't think there are
enough buildings to service the community.
"When the Expo Building was put up at the
fairgrounds it was basically put up' as a
show," he said. "Architecturally,
it was
designed to have additional things added on
to it, which financially, we've never had the
money today."
Pyle said there are improvements that
could be made to make the buildings more
suitable for community use. "An example
of other buildings that could be built would
be an indoor horse arena, which the
community doesn't have much access to."
"There are things the master plan will tell
us," he added.
"We've received a little money from the
county,
this year in the form
of
revenue-sharing for some .repairs for roads
that were badly needing it," Pyle said. Part,
of that money will also be used for an
"energy study and some conservation
things in the Expo Building." Heating costs
of the building have been as high as $60,000
to $65,000 a year and Pyle said the rental of
the building doesn't make up for utility
costs. You can only charge people so much
before they .deeide they can't afford it, he
added.

.",
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Thousands of years ago, fairs were a
means of peaceful trade, a time when
warring tribes would call a truce and
exchange goods. Cheating and fighting was
forbidden upon pain of punishment by
pagan gods.
The word "fair" comes from the Latin
wordferia meaning holiday or feast day. In
ancient times, fairs were connected with
religion, possibly to insure peace.
Around WOOB.C., great fairs were held
in the city of Mecca. Phoenecians arriving
in huge caravans would set them up in
conjunction with religious festivals.
In Greece, fairs known for trade and
athletics
sold fine spices, rugs, and
glassware,
unlike some of the cheap
trinkets
in modern
fairs today. All
transactions were overseen by priests in
charge of trade and crimes committed at
the fair were more stiffly punished than
they would have been otherwise.
The history of fairs is underscored with
similar attitudes toward-law, crime, and
honesty.
It seems that a mood of
celebration naturally discouraged wrongdoing.
, At ancient Roman fairs the business, of
the day was presided over by special
officials that made sure deals were made in
an orderly, honest way. An entire set of
business laws sprung from the rules made
for the fair. Fair-goers were protected and
no" one could be arrested for crimes
committed elsewhere.
Fairs were popular through the ages,
though they all varied depending on the
culture, customs and merchandise.
Flanders became an area of great fame
. and wealth because of fairs in Bruges and
Antwerp. Fairs in the British Isles were tied
to with magic, sun worship, and funeral
games. Bartholomew Fair, . in London,
degenerated to crime and disorder when the
old tradition of honest dealing took a back
seat to amusements.
Kublai Khan's city of Kinsai, China held
such elaborate fairs that Marco Polo, upon
his return to Europe, wasn't believed when
he described' it. Five and a half tons of
pepper, the most vied for spice of the day,
were sold every three days at the Kinsai
fair.
America's first fair, the Berkshire Cattle
Show, was put on by Elkanah Watson in
1810. For thefirst time in history, women
took an active role in the event. Competing
for prizes,
like our modern
day
fairs.women
entered homemade jellies,
pickles, andrnincemeat.
. Bob Pyle said no one really knows when
the first fair in Idaho took place,butthat
there was a fair held before July 3,IS90,
Idaho's statehood date. That fair was
,called .the. Intermountain Fair '"and. it was
held in Boise; Pyle continued.
.' •
'
"There has never been, as far as we've
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been able 'to determine.ia
state fair in
Idaho, though there is on the -state statutes
some information towards a state fair being
held-by-the Department of Agriculture at
the University of Idaho," he said.
. The Western Idaho Fair used to be the
Ada County Fair. "We changed the name
severai years ago," Pyle said, "because it is
much larger than most county fairs. It is
one of the oldest fairs in the state 'of
Idaho."
.".
'
Pyle said fairs also .evolved from the
chautauquas, nained'jafter. New York's
Chautauqua Lake. "They started in the
United States back in the colonial period,"
he said. "There was a gathering of people
that would comPo toltPthpr tn .,,11 th ..i..
A chautaqua was a travelling school that
provided popular .lectures combine" with
lectures, plays, and concerts. They often
took-place o.uts!d~"Q~,jn_!e!1!~o-_•.•'-_.•_.
or' Se~en Flags Over Texas, or any of those
types of things" originated from, county
fairs, Pyle said. "The grassroots were at the
county level. ".

...·.·~.·.,.,.·.·.·,;.V.·.·IJ'.·.·,..·.·_·.·_·.·.

Jackie Matvichfeeds a kid

~.~JJ..2.l!6~~~A~~~6·'6
..~ rounds.
S'a.m. The Appy Show. For greenhorns,
myself included, that means Appaloosa.
The morning' sun filtered through the
rising dust as the loudspeaker belted
instructions to the owners or the horses on
parade. ' Someone totally unfamiliar with
the routine might question who or what was
actually being judged. Tails wrapped,
backs and necks blanketed, the Appaloosas
were shielded from the elements 'til their
cues were up. Yet, the contestant's owners,
spruced up in their country best, sported
entry numbers pinned to their backs.
Not knowing a lick about futurities or
confirmation, I watched the short little
judge dressed in western-style
gray
polyester strut back and forth, gazing
intently at each subject. A sense of duty
pervaded his form. The competitors, lined
up in front of the grandstand, were kept in
firm tow by their owners.
I asked Rob and Christie Moore, of
Council, about the winning qualities of
their blue ribbon foal, "Dominator."
The
soft-spoken man. described the attributes
with which their beautiful young foal won
first place. He said judges look for a good
head, thin neck, small ears, and low

Starting in Hermiston, Oregon,
she'll continue on to fairs in Meridian, La
Grande, Ontario', then Salt Lake City,
Blackfood and to a few in Montana.
"You get hooked on it and it's fun," she
said. You have to show and place well
consistently, Jackie added. "If they're not
shown and promoted and if people don't
know you and the' type of thing -you're
trying to breed you won't get the same price
out of it." In 'other words, its good
advertising. The categories for judging does
are:' best doe in each breed, grand
champion and reserve, junior champion
and reserve, best udder for each breed, best
doe in the show, premier exhibitor, and
premier breeder.
Premiums amount to $14 for first place,
, down to $6 for fifth place. "Each fair's
different. Here, at Boise," Jackie stated,
"I show ponies, too, and they pay better
'premiums for goats than they do for
horses."
'
Carefully examining each pigeon, Jerry'
Hensley determines how each bird rates. A
licensed judge and former member of the
Idaho Roller Club, Jerry is now national,
director of the Pacific Modena (pigeon)

as. Virginia Weston looks on.
they'd just paid for.
A brown rabbit in the corner was either
lmmobilized. from fright,exliaustion,
or
disgust.'
,
In any case it didn't budge. Not even
when the donkey stepped on it.
Then this one kid, having spotted a
Cochin chicken, which is feathered down to
its toes, said, "Look at this chicken, look at

1:.f:; ~~~ lot
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Booths and exhibits are the mainstay of
the fair. .Inside and out, hawking food,
ware, and politics, the patchwork of booths
offers something for everyone.
Rented by the foot, the booths in the
three sections of the Expo Building line the
walls and crowd the interior.
Each booth is decorated with some
carefully thought out scheme to attract

passersby.

.

Stacks of pamphlets, shopping bags,
matches, balloons, magnets, rulers, an
infinite amount of gimmickery, overflows
each table.
Pitches are molded to product, whether
it be bathtubs, religion, or taffy. .
Marybeth Paul has been demonstrating
her Osterizer exhibit for four years. 'The
company that she works for has shown at
the Western Idaho Fair for six years.
"If there are people here all day, like on
Saturday, normally I would do thirteen ...
fifteen demonstrations,"
she said.
Paul demonstrates Osterizer blenders 'all.
over the country year around. At this fair
sheworked from 10 in the morning 'til 11
at night.
Her involvement stems from the fact that
she likes to travel and sell things ... and she
"thinks its a really excellent product."
During the demonstration Paul stresses
that "if people eat right they'll be
lot
healthier, instead of eating al] the processed
food. It's just as easy to eat well as it is to
eat junk."
When asked about how she handles
hecklers, Paul said, "as 'gracefully as
possible." With such a wide range of
people in constant stream it's reasonable to
think harrassment is just part of the game.
She said the economy affects sales
adversely.v 'but because people know that
the fair is the only place they can buy the
machine we still sell a lot."
"Layaway enables them to order it after
, we leave town," she continued, "but they
have to put down a deposit in order for that
to happen."
The
blender
Paul
sells
is'. a
commercial model, unavailable at retail
stores. She said customers can buy the same
thing at restaurant supply stores but that
they'd pay more. "We sellit.for less than
wholesale."
To draw a: crowd,
"I.just
start
demonstrating, and as soon as I start
talking they come around."
, In mid-sentence a couple approached her
booth. "Do you want to see how it works,"
she asked them, quickly giving .us her
address, so she could give them her full
attention .
As we. walked away, her' niche' in .the
Expo Building came into full view. Tidy
and wholesome looking; with a tray of little
paper cups full of . freshly made fruit
smoothies melting into the background.
Outside, the booths have a .randier

a

The Appaloosa Show: Saturday, 8A.M.
muscling. Christie Moore added that a
good' back and good hips are also
important. She said that' the foal had
already won three other prizes elsewhere.
Next, we came upon a woman feeding a
kid goat with a big bottle of milk. A
gregarious Jackie Marvich, who lives out of
Marsing, set us straight on the ins and outs.
This was the first year Jackie exhibited her
goats at the Western' Idaho Fair. She
decided to exhibit them because she "had a
real good kid crop" and she'd bought does
that she wanted to show. ,
Jackie breeds Nubians for show quality
traits. "You keep breeding up," she said,
"I've been breeding up for four years. This
'is the first year I felt I had real quality
animals to show. It takes several years to
get started into purebreds and get good
lines ... the type of animals you would be
proud to exhibit."
.
"Some of them hold up a lot better, stay
in show condition a lot longerthan others;
some fall apart sooner," Jackie continued.
"That's one of the thing-syou look for,
longevity.to have animals that will hold up,
and will continueto have a good udder and
milk well."
.
Next . year Jackie wantsio
make the

NEWS e:SEP.TE/JBER8~J4, 15)82

Club. He began raising and training racing
pigeons when he was young. •
Some-ef the traits Jerry looks for are'
confirmation, muscle and feather condition, quality of the eye, healthiness, and
show and performance ability ... which, he
examines through musculature.
The solace ofthepigeon and dove cages
was not to be seen at the Petting Zoo.
The Petting ZOo was a world unto its
own, filled with. goats, dogs, chickens,
sheep, llamas,' geese, rabbits; a donkey,
, children, and a few parents, all poking and
prodding and speaking to or at one
another.
Giving city-bred toddlers a chance to see
barnyard animals up close is its one
redeeming quality and, I assume, its
purpose, Yet, amidst the squacklng and
trampling bound by chain link, it was
obvious that.some of the critters, though
putting their best paw, hoove .or web
forward, would much rather have been
anywhere but there.
'
Of course, some were faring better than
others. A few enterprising goats kept
nuzzling their way directly to the chutes of
the food machines while exasperated
children helplessly tried to. get. the product

.

Continued to page 9 •
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flavor; U.nencumbered
by walls 'and
.flucescent iighting they help create the
" tempO--of. some ancient, bustling ,.market
place. Displays seem much more visual
against the palette of the sky.

T
.i
f

The billboard facade outside the entrance
advertisers, "Petrified Woman I Seen in
colleges and universities throughout the
world. Kept alive through
nature's
method' Doctors and nurses admitted free.
Amazing, terrifying" but true!"
After that buildup you can't help but be
a little edgy.
, The ticket-taker greets you at, the top of
the stairs andushers you down a corridor.
The walls are painted black and-the light is
dim. He instructs us that the Petrified
Woman is yonder behind the glass.
Hesitantly inching forword., customers,
come upon Rana sitting in a chair, arms
over her face screaming, "I'm 'so scared
I'm petrified!"
.

joints and bone sockets. '~'The doctor told
mel was supposedto walk an hour a day
and 1 cheatand walk two or three hours'."
He used to be S'2" but now he's 4' 11"
because ofleg operati~ns."l'm
100 percent
in one piece now, though." .-----.--.-As Werner marched away kids, trailed
after the iridescent bubbles magically
coming from somewhere onhis instrument.
_Later on, the hog calling and bubble gum
blowing contests were sights to behold.
Hog calling
was down
to two
contestants. a young whippersnapper and
an elderly lady. The lady, Fern Henry, lives
out of Nampa, though she used to live in
Minnesota.Her hog call was low and slow,
with occasional munching sounds.
.
Fern said the criteria for a good hog call
was "just being around them, 1 guess, and
doing it when you're feeding 'ern." She
said you just figure out what's most
effective. She hasn't called hogs for fifty
years, but 1guess it's just one of those
things you don't forget.

At The Fair

.-

Culligan Manexhibit. :'
Fair performances took place in four
The Culligan display is grand illusion. A . stage areas, 'by the fountain, the Expo
Building, the Beer Garden, and the LeBois
powerful stream of water pours out .of
grandstand.
'a huge silver spigot suspended in midair.
Some performers didn't need a stage:
The water splashes down into a barrel to be
though. Werner Hirzel. was one such
funneled back up through a pipe hidden
person.
from view in the center of the stream. A
Dressed in leiderhosen, bright red:-knee
definate grabber.
socks, and a Bavarian hat, Werner marches
The food booths advertise old standbys
through the lanes of fairgoers playing a
for the die-hards and- specialty concoctions
one-man band that would turn Dr. Seuss
for the daring. Scandinavian Funnel Cakes
green with envy.
weren't quite up to snuff with theOinkari
A native of Zurich, Switzerland, the
Dancer's Basque Chorizos, 'however. If
tanned, gnomish fellow plays his creation
you didn't want a full meal you could snack
at state and county fairs in forty-one
on baked potatoes, nachos, or corn (In the
different states.
cob. For the hard-hitters barbecued chicken
He began building the instrument twelve
halves and slabs of ribs were sold.
.years ago as a party joke ... with three
The thermal paintings took the cake in
pieces. "At that time 1 never dreamed I'd
the booth division, hands down. Yes,
go around with a crazy thing like this," he
ladies and gentelmen, thermal paintings,
explains with a thick Swiss accent.
These electrified gems radiate heat to' the
"So, 1 got stuck with it and kept on
tune of 100 degrees. Painted on heavy sheet
adding. The more 1 added the more 1 got
metal, framed to size; these little doozies
stuck, and I'm still stuck:"
,
eliminate the need for unsightly radiators,
"1 started very small with three.pieces.Jt
space heaters or vents. .
took a while to catch on, but when it caught
on it really caught on ... they snowed me
under, 1 have to turn down job after job,"
he said witha'shrug.-·'"
','" '.- "." .. J.

The bubble-gum blowing, got weeded
down toa stocky tow-headed boy of about
eight 01" nine and. atalt.thin,
.dark-haired
teenaged-girl. ,r
';', ., ,
" )
Contestants had three chances and, they
had to hold each bubble three seconds
without using theirhands.
This contestuook
a While because
competitors had to keep chewing the sugar
, out of the gum 'til it was bubble blowing
consistency.. ,
, In the .end. the, audience 'voted Leonora
"Leo" Cowgill the winner.
Leo's a member of Boise HighSchool's
'I'

•

The Snake Lady
and her side show
facade.
.

•. .-,1

A grand hoax. If I hadn't been able to
. interview her, though, I might have felt
gypped.
'
During the day the carnival was filled
with families, with some parents getting
suckered into ride after ride 'til you could
spot them' stumbling around, green and
shaken.
Other parents had put parenting on the
back burner and were acting much like kids
themselves.
Encouraged to' loiter and squander,
quarters rolled off their fingertips like sand
through a sieve.
The carnival. There's nothing like it.
Nightime descends; A new crowd trades
places with the families that depart. The
arcade, rides, and "food alley" are abuzz
witb teenagers on the prowl. Dressed to
kill, physiologyin action .
The ferris, wheel churns 'round and
round', a dilute 'reminder of its ancester .
The first ferris wheel, named after
George Ferris, was built for the World's
Columbian Exposition for the Chicago
. World's Fair in 1893. It held over 2000
people in 60 cars and was four timestaller
than ferris wheels today.
Saturday night was the closing night of
the, fair. Some carnies were in a partying
mood, others looked exhausted or bored.
Young men' were gambling against high
odds for Korean-made stuffed' animals to
give their dates that awaited them.
Aloofness wasthe name ofthe game. Sex
•••••
r ••••••.••
~ •••••••
'!'.~
roles were in, punk, androgyny was out.
"I've been in the carnival business for
Earlier.in the day Bill Cadeux, the owner
about twelve years now.Y.said Rana, who
of the sideshows, described his life and
plays the Petrified Woman,'·one of many
business.
" ,
' . ,
sideshow attractions at the fair.
. He started working in the carnival when
"I love it. There's nothing like the
he was eight years old; for a dollar a day for
carnival," she said. "The only way to really
the Great Sutton Shows at the Inglewood
describe it is its a family, a family within
Racetrack in California;
itself. We have carnival laws we live by ..
"My father was a big attorney in the
I've got girls that call me their sister. These . town."
.
people back here that I work for have got to
Cadeux worked mainlyinthe
summer.
be two of the finest people I've ever met in
When he 'became a teenager he started
my life. They'rereallysuper
.. they care
travelling and working for carnivals with
about their crew .. .it's like one big, happy
companies' like The Greatest Show' on
family."
,",,'
.
Earth, Now he 'works with the Ray
·For Rana"the
word 'carnie' .really
Cammack show.
means family." ,
.
Continued to page 12 •
You can watch Rami's act for 50 cents.

marching band, which marchedat the fair.
Band members heard about the' bubbleblowing contest, so they all went over to
compete.
"I got to be one of the semi-finalists,"
she said. "I came back today and I won.'~

.".•••••••••••••••••••••
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The attraction of the day, Paul Revere
and the Raiders, was shrugged off as 1
. sacked -out under a tree, massaging my
poor, tired feet while quaffinga brew.
Speaking of beer ... Betty Schoberg, of
Boise, was the life of the Miller booth in the
Beer Garden. She worked there "because
its fun and I like to ... This is my secondyear
to do beer and it's fun."
Business is slow in the morning.. "It
starts picking up at 3 and at 4 ... from then
on it's just constant," Betty said.
People coming early to find a seat at the
Beer Garden stage before a performance
"come by here and get a beer, then go over
there."
,
This is her second year ouratthe fair.
Last year she worked at the Rainier booth.
"In the daytime you really have nice
groups. You have some that drink a lot, but
nothing tqat!sobnoxious.
Just pleasant
people and I've not had any trouble."
"Young people; .. if I say 1.0., they just
whip it right out."
,
Northwest Food Service hired Betty.
"They handle the food concession in the
Expo, too, "she said; "so I actually work
for Northwest Food." ,
Bettywas one of the bright spots of the

4aY.

He has to walk to make it work. All the
instruments are mounted on small trailer
that he pulls with a shoulder harness.
Straps that stretch from his feet to tire
instrument engage the mechanism when he
walks. Pans, lids, percussion devices out of
the commonest household
appliances,
. make the beat while his accordian makes
the melody.
Added to that are bells and a variety of
horns.
He talks to children
through
a
. microphone that is rigged up in an orange
telephone receiver.":
..
"It's nothing else but junk from the flea
market, about 95 percent of it is," Werner
said. "A guy gave me a rat trap over there.
I said 'What wouldI do with a rat trap?'
He said, 'Oh, you'll find a way," so I made .
this thing here." Pulling a cord on the side
the trap flapped away. "That's rat trap
music," he quipped.
Werner marches up and down the paths
for exercise because he has artificial hip,

a
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The Real Puzzle

"You know whal I miss? Paper airplanes,"

TU

Blockbuster

Brillo and Pepsi generally
account for most of the
errors. although quite a few
people have trouble with the
Ritz cracker behind the
.
ketchup bottle.

by DOD RubiD
There are at least two distinct spatial abilities: spatial
visualization and spatial
orientation, The first involves
the visuallzation.of moving
objects; the second of static
objects, For example, count- .
ing cubes.
.
We'd like you to count the
cubes at the right, in your
head, without a pencil. Then
. enter your total In the box'
provided. It is a task that
roughly half of you will find
impossible,' .
Assume the worst - i.e.
that all the hidden cubes that
might be present are present.
The 6ack walls and bottom \If
the pile are flat.
.
Corne on, we're counting on
you,
..
.'

Fed up with these crazy
puztles? Would you like to get
even with Don Rubin and win
110 to boot? Then sendyow:':
original ideas for a Real,Puir:.
de to this newspaper. All ".'
entries will become property
ofUFS, Inc. (YoU o.nly win the
big bucks if we use your puz,
zle ides.)

Paint-by-Numbers

1) Red .or reddish: the letters
on the Kellogg's cereal. the
Kodak logo, the "W" in
Wonder, the ".0" and "i" in
Brillo, the dog's tongue, the .
ketchup in the Heini bottle,
o l'il11P\1ld1Nll1.lld.
the Nablsco seal, thl},~\lck.:
"Actually. I'm an aqnostic."
ground on the Campbell's ,
label and the-lop and bottom
of the Pepsi logo.'
1-.----4 •.-:---·~
2) Yellow: the wordKotlak. :.
3) Blue: the bottom half of the
Pepsi circle.
'.'
.
, FOR SALE: 1978 Toyota
SR-5
PickUp, Longbed, Best offer, 345-4915.'
4) White: the cotton in the
aspirin bottle and the.backThe ..Corner Pocket.. fast. becoming
grounds on the cake mix and
Pepsi can.' .
BSll~i\~w.rn,be.r:
Correct
5) Green: the Green' Gianf and' . hotirs~"MQncsat~toi"u:(ftli;iri:.l:oo a.rn.,
Sunday only 11:00, a.m.-l:OO a.rn.
the letters "Gre."
Mis-print of hours in first issue.
6) Black: Mr. Peanut's hat
7) Golden Brown: each of the
Discount electronics Atari 800 $675,
Ritz crackers.
Vic 20 $199, Atari Video Game repair
Brown (8) and Dark Blue (9)
$14.95 'plus parts. Phone: 377-9426,
don't apply.
5226 Chinden.'
.

·:.r,··

-:

OI1.$.-~!1RtWAi.

l:,;"
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"

Want to look your
• by the Delux Barber
Marketplace. Phone:
for Men and Women,

best. Call or drop
Shop, 8th Street
344-2681, Styling
BSU discount.

"

IL...--

1978 Kawasaki 650- Windjammer
Fairing, rack, new battery. and tires.
Clean and fast-asking $1600--343-1692.

Answer
---,-\

© 1982

United fealuf4t,Syndlcate.

Inc

1981 Yamaha 250 Exciter. Road bike.
Low mileage 900--369-4312.
German arid Russian lessons by
professional instructor, native speaker377-2748

PRESENTS
THE
BSU
INTRAMURAL
CORNER

HELP WANTED
Copy Editor ond
,Resources
Editor / Librarian
Writing and Research
Experience Necessary

APPLY TODAYI '
TheUniv~rsityNews
385-14642nd

Floor SUB

-----

Don't Miss TheseComing..,.;:E=-v~e=-.;n=t=s~!
__ ---r-

__

Starting
date:
Men's Football (one hand touch)
Thurs9-9 Mon 9-13
9-13
Women's' Women's powderpuff Football 9-9
9-13
TennisSingles
9-9
.9-13
Coed Soft ball (5 men, 5 women)
'9-9
Entrydeadline.
extended to:

Coors Intramural

Ca~~usFest

is -Coming

Thurssept 16 11:00-4:00
Garnes! Prizes Activities! Awards! Fun! Fun! Fun!

_____

..

'~

Cadeux owns four sideshows altogether; .
two in. Florida will soon be'moving to,
. Albuquerque. He works seven months
straight, then spends the rest of the time in
Gibsonton, Florida.
. .
. .;
, He said the carnivalisn't what is.used to
be. "There's been a drastic change since
when it first started. The way the business
has been, the new rides...thegames are
about the same as they've always been, the
rides have improved."
Still, Cadeux carries one million dollars
worth' of insurance through vl.loyd's of
London.
"
An indeperident contractor,Cadeux
.
owns his sideshows while Ray Cammack,
the carnival' company.vowns the master
contract for the fair itself.There are about
s'ixindependent owners that pool their
attractions to make on big show, he said.
He moved to Ray Cammack's show last

At The Fail• Continued/rom page 9 •
He's attracted to"the people, the travel;
the money."
Business this year has beenterrible, said
Cadeux. "Our business isadirect reflection
of everybody elses: If there's no money to
spend, they don't spend it here;' either.
They do to a degree, because people will
alwaysentertain.themselves, but other t~an
that it's r!:allyvery poor."
-,
He said that it cuts down on the mdney
they have to spend to maintain -their
equipment and to build new equipment,
Cadeuxhad seven employees with ~im
here. "I've got a good,' good crew right
now. Sometimeswe end up with bad ones.
We just weeded out tWO bad ones a few
days ago.. .caught them with their fingers In
the till."

year because there was room for him'to'
expand.
Cadeux thinks the trend is back toward
'smaller groups. "Thebig ones have gotten '
too big and too out.of hand and even the
fairs, themselves, are booking independent
midways, letting smaller people come in."
"There going to this one price. pays all
and I don't particularly like that," he said.
"It's great·for the big carnival show-owner
but it's, not good for theindependents,"
"lbeIongto the biggest showman's club
in the world. We have retirementplans. All.·
of our people are members. We 'have our
own graveyard."
,
The Independent Showman's Association helps the industry;' "We have our own
people that get laws passed, we have .our
own club attorney. It makes us a more
unified business," Cadeux said. "It's,
almost like a union, but it isn't a union.

.

"In fact Gibsonton... is known throughout: the industry and the world as
.Showtown, USA... it's the carnival capital
of the world, actually. Sarasota's where all
the circus people' go... Glbsonton's where
all the carnival.people go and they're side
by side."
Fairs have been held for eons.. They're
withstood tests of time immemorial arid are
firmly rooted in the annals of history.
Changes have taken place, but the basic
emphasis is the same:
Livestock and home arts exhibitors
display the fruits of their labor, while
providing fairgoersa taste of their lifestyle.
Enticing entertainment bills lure the
crowds. Foodstuffs and beverages'satisfy,
contests amuse.
The carnival 'swirls through day into
night and the tradition. of the fair
continues. ,
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I BUY YOUR

Corner Pocket

~
~~

czr,.p~
~ .

l3estCrabSaladinl3oisefor$2.00.
Largest video archade in adult setting in
S. Idaho.

person,

Man-Sot,
10:00am-1:00am'
Sun. only

Liquor,beer(tap).
wine. 19 ;:>001 tables. big

11 :OOam-1 :OOam

screen, lunch special.

5

m;n.",:~."~~~!.:.sy.:._~

Joe Weider Supplies
(Vitamins, Cosmetics)'

..

That's right,
over 50
positions .

.

open In your
ASBSU.,
Including openings

on the:
.SPB,Judiciary, Faculty
and University
Committees, Media
Boards. Advisory
Boards, Financial
Board and many, many
more.

Interested?

Call or visit
the .
AsSodated

of

Boise State
,Unlv~rsity
385-1440
2nd.FloorSUB
PAOE 12. •• JJNIVER5ITYNEWS·
-,',
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P.O. BOll 9413
Boise, Idaho 83707
Phone 345·4374

. •

COUPON GE. T
.

100/0 to 15%

,.-

..

__

........

011.,

Exp~!:::

Order this memo board now-before you forget!

343-3991

',.,-

OREGOAMBONI

J IHome ,Car, & Video Components

Collister Shopping Center
4618 State·

,.

I

.

I
VIQIOn I
aJ
I
Representative
I
WlTHTHlS
I

Improve your memory

Birkenstock

Students

I

_________

\ Colonial Natural
....
Foods

I.-

I S""EREO
.a' ,
IEQUIPMENT

II FACToRY
DIRECT'

Cut out this ad for one
free hour of; pool. one per

Capitol Blvd. across
from Idaho Hlstorlcol
Museum.

.
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-.'

SEPTEMBERB-/4,
.
'
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,

1982
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